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Credit for the physics related hypotheses and a helpful review of the 
basic definitions found on page 9 goes to physicist Morton M. 
Sternheim, STEM Education Institute, University of Massachusetts.



  

A "hypothesis" is an idea you can test.
Experiments are designed to test ideas in the form of theories, conjectures and questions. 

Many hypotheses are intended to gather information without preconceptions. 
What kind of fossils are in this layer?
What is the mass or magnetic moment of this nuclide?
Can we find more pulsars?

The result should as best as possible repeatedly be either true or false, hopefully no uncertainty. 
Uncertain results may require the hypothesis be retested with a better experiment, or reworded.

Hypotheses may be philosophical or religious, but being scientific requires conducting a scientific test.

A "model" demonstrates how something works/happened.
A (computer, engineering or mental) model is a simplified description of the systematics of a process.
Models provide general insights, and are not normally expected to be the whole story.

Charles Darwin's "evolution by natural selection" theory contained a generalized “mental model”,
but the "natural selection" variable is a generalization that does not explain how living things work. 

Questions regarding intelligent behavior requires cognitive models.
Instead of “selection” based terminology the basics become confidence, memory and guess.
What is called “natural selection” may happen on its own in a model, not need to be programmed in.

Models can constitute a test of whether we adequately understand something.

A "theory" explains how something works/happened. 
The explanation can use words, equations, illustrations and other useful information.

The scientific theory in books by Charles Darwin explained how his model for speciation works, 
which is now computer model tested using various Genetic/Evolutionary Algorithms. 

The scientific theory in books by Albert Einstein explained how his cosmic model works, 
which is now computer model tested by various models of the universe(s?).

For a scientific theory to be useful it has to explain a model/mechanism to experiment with.
Where that is left up to reader's imagination no theory even exists, which is scientific fraud.

A "law" is a math equation or relationship that approximates a behavior. 
Newton's laws of motion are regularly used to calculate planetary orbits.
Einstein's laws of relativity are required for calculations where the speed of light is a factor.

PBS - Dinosaur Train - Buddy has a Hypothesis

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0CGhy6cNJE
http://www.pbs.org/parents/dinosaurtrain/activities/a-colorful-hypothesis/


  

From Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method

“The scientific method is a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new knowledge, or 
correcting and integrating previous knowledge. To be termed scientific, a method of inquiry is commonly 
based on empirical or measurable evidence subject to specific principles of reasoning.”

Babies resemble tiny scientists more than you might think
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/babies-resemble-tiny-scientists-might-think/

To Science With Love: “What’s a hypothesis?”
https://tosciencewithlove.wordpress.com/2012/08/23/whats-a-hypothesis/

Peek-A-Boo! – Strategies to Teach Object Permanence
https://veipd.org/earlyintervention/peek-a-boo-strategies-to-teach-object-permanence/

Babies acquire knowledge by using this method to form 
hypotheses and test models/theories, for how the world around 
them works. 

They will eventually need help with their cause and effect spoon 
(and other) dropping experiments while learning effects of gravity, 
object permanence, etc..

Just give it back to them to drop enough times to be sure gravity 
will do the same thing every time, then clean the floor. 

The scientific method is in the way we objectively reason. 
Knowing this can make both childhood and parenting easier.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/babies-resemble-tiny-scientists-might-think/
https://tosciencewithlove.wordpress.com/2012/08/23/whats-a-hypothesis/
https://veipd.org/earlyintervention/peek-a-boo-strategies-to-teach-object-permanence/


  

Four circuit requirements, for intelligent behavior:

(1) Something to control (real or virtual body) with motor 
muscles (protein, electric, etc).

(2) Memory (RAM) addressed by its sensory sensors where 
each motor action and its associated confidence value are 
stored as separate data elements.

(3) Confidence (central hedonic) system that increments the 
confidence level of successful motor actions and 
decrements the confidence value of actions that fail.

(4) Ability to guess a new memory action when associated 
confidence level sufficiently decreases.

David L. Heiserman, How to Build Your Own Self-Programming Robot, 
TAB Books 1979 
https://cyberneticzoo.com/cyberneticanimals/

Arnold Trehub, The Cognitive Brain, MIT Press 1991, 
Chapter 9, Page 158, Fig 9.3 
https://people.umass.edu/trehub/

IBM Watson: The Science Behind an Answer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DywO4zksfXw

Gary S. Gaulin, Intelligence Design Lab, computer models.
http://intelligencegenerator.blogspot.com/

Basic Fundamentals of Intelligent Behavior, Comparing Models
Underlying fundamental circuit for a human (A.Trehub), most successful minimal-code machine intelligence system 
(D.Heiserman, illustration G.Gaulin), and near human level IBM Watson. All were found to contain the same four circuit 
features, to use as requirements for qualifying a system as intelligent.  

https://cyberneticzoo.com/cyberneticanimals/1979-rodney-self-programming-robot-david-l-heiserman-american/
https://people.umass.edu/trehub/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DywO4zksfXw
http://intelligencegenerator.blogspot.com/


  

From first Intelligence Design Lab:
http://intelligencegenerator.blogspot.com/

Learning curve:

What ends up stored in memory is 
arithmetically generated “active information” 
to use for studying the features of intelligent 
cause. The same can be done for random 
only behavior by taking out it's hedonic 
system confidence levels that cause the 
critter to only take a guess when necessary, 
as opposed to always guessing, which 
produces flat-line success rates that do very 
poorly in comparison.

http://intelligencegenerator.blogspot.com/


  

Three possible points of view are possible, for social interaction with living or nonliving things 
such as mechanical machines that in reality cannot speak but in our “imagination” they can.

(1) First person view of ourselves named "I" and "me" and uses the word “my”.

(2) Second person view of ourselves from the perspective of someone else inside the modeled 
environment who uses the names "you" and "yours".

(3) Third person outside view that uses the names "he", "she", "it", or "they".

Our bilateral symmetry with two hemisphere brain system cause us and even insects to have an 
intuitive sense of left/right and forward/reverse. 

Central Control of Insect Locomotion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlC7F64c30Q

The entorhinal cortex and hippocampal brain areas form a central hub in a widespread network 
for spatial navigation related memory.

In this brain area we construct an "inner world model" 
of any size scale for what we sense happening in the 
external world. Where the information being sensed 
comes from a book or video our model building 
network(s) ends up containing a representation of that, 
instead of actual surroundings.

When looking through a microscope at something 
microscopic we can still visualize ourselves navigating 
inside that world, as we change our "focus of attention" 
from one place to another.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlC7F64c30Q


  

The ability to model the interacting 
properties of what we see or map out 
anyway (imagine) is the result of wave 
propagation where neighboring place 
fields (each containing a circuit containing 
a number of neurons) will pass in 
incoming signal along to the next in line, in 
that direction, or not.

It's much like "making a wave" around a 
stadium, by standing up with arms in the 
air right after the neighboring person does, 
then sitting down. Only the first in line 
needs to signal another by standing up, to 
start a new wave. The same works for 
neurons.  

This wave propagation is easily stopped 
(as by a solid barrier such as a sea or 
other wall) by locations shown in red 
below not signaling when the wave arrives 
at their location, remain seated. The 
remaining wave timing contains the 
shortest path around borders, boundaries, 
and other places to avoid.

From Navigation Network #2 at:
http://intelligencegenerator.blogspot.com/

http://intelligencegenerator.blogspot.com/


  

Planning ahead is produced by alternating between present and future conditions. Signal flow 
maps out a directional path to follow that stops just short of the invisible hazard. Without this 
the virtual critter just keeps getting zapped by the (to it) invisible moving shock zone.

See: Intelligence Design Lab 6.1 test – Video,   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIvjax0_lLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIvjax0_lLE


  

From Wikipedia – Scientific Method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method

Getting back to a standard illustration of the "Scientific Method" we see the same cognitive process, where at the top is 
what comes from sensory information by “Making Observations”. 

Sensory information next leads to questions that help formulate hypothesis that make testable predictions to address 
memory with.

Memory will likely already contain gathered data/information to test predictions with, but proper testing may first require 
gathering more data to add to your memory.

Where we are confident that it is true it gets added to one of the general theories being developed. 
If not then we have to refine, alter, expand or reject tested ideas. Or in other words: take a guess what might work better.

We are now back at the top using our senses to look for something else to ask interesting questions about.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method


  

For science journals “peer-review” is the “confidence” related component of the mechanism. 
High confidence results in being published.

Below a certain confidence threshold authors are forced to make changes, which starts with another 
best guess what will work for reviewers. To try again authors then use their existing username and 
password that addresses them to what was previously submitted to the publishers electronic database 
memory system.

The last guess will remain in memory, even though it may never again be acted upon. Where an author 
addresses the publishers memory system again then takes a new best guess, motor systems of human 
reviewers again take action by typing out their responses.

Certainty thresholds for what is submitted as a model/theory may vary, but where there is no 
model/system/device to demonstrate a mechanism there is nothing to write theory for. The content may 
instead be arguments against another theory, even though that does not make the other true (both may 
be), or a number of logical fallacies that may make demands of others instead of submitter(s) meeting 
basic scientific requirements expected from them. 

In the process of making an easy and efficient system for humans to reason together using the 
scientific method: the most basic systematics of how our brain works had to be modeled into a 
machine, for handling all the sensory input that external authors submit it to.

A performer “reads their audience” to gauge confidence in their muscle (includes vocal) actions working 
or not and below a certain confidence level they take a best guess what will work better for the next 
performance. They in their mind model themselves performing differently, in order to in their mind test 
predictions. The real test is when actually performed.

The “scientific method” is an inherent part of us, that we all need. 
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